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Exploring strategic strengths and weaknesses of retail purchasing groups

Retail purchasing groups consist of small, independent, specialised stores that join together and collaborate on purchasing and other areas. In comparison to large-scale corporate retail chains, often labelled mega-retailers, retail purchasing groups are based on collaborative external integration between a central unit and the independent, local dealers. The overall purpose of this research is to explore the specific characteristics that underscore a retail purchasing group. The paper has two research questions: (1) What are the strengths and weaknesses of a supply chain structure based on external integration?, and (2) In what areas is the purchasing groups’ ownership structure particularly advantageous in comparison to the mega-retailers’ vertically integrated organisations? This exploratory research is empirically grounded in a case study of two Swedish purchasing groups. The paper argues that under certain market conditions, a decentralised supply chain, which relies on collaborative external relationships, can provide a competitive alternative to a more traditional centralised structure. The paper elaborate three areas where the structure is particularly advantageous: (1) service-based competition in an industry otherwise focused on cost leadership, (2) in-depth understanding of local conditions and presence, and (3) the ability to incorporate entrepreneurial strengths and innovations in the supply chain.
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1 Introduction

In line with an end-to-end supply chain management approach, retailers have, in recent years, started to look beyond their own company walls to integrate the resources of their suppliers (Ganesan et al., 2009; Sandberg, 2013). Retailers have moved from simply placing orders to managing the processes from the source of delivery to the stores (Renko and Ficko, 2010). In this development, it is above all large-scale, international
corporate retail chains, such as Zara, H&M, IKEA, and TESCO that have been
described as best practice in retail research (Abrahamsson and Rehme, 2010). These
companies, often considered to have a so-called mega-retailer concept or “big-box
format” (Sampson, 2008), have a supply chain orientation in which the entire chain is
utilized to decrease costs and improve services (Abrahamsson and Rehme, 2010;
Mentzer et al., 2001). The companies are often vertically integrated, i.e. the retail and
wholesale function is conducted by the same company. In some cases, vertical
integration goes even further, i.e. to manufacturing and product design and
development. This vertical integration enables economies of scale and scope thanks to
centralised purchasing, operations and decisions regarding product range, inventory
levels, storage and transportation. Most retail sectors have in recent years due to the rise
of multinational mega-retailers seen considerable cost reductions and low cost-based
competition as a result of the mega-retailer model.

Retail purchasing groups offer an alternative business model, which consists of
small, independent, specialised stores that join together and collaborate on purchasing
and other areas, such as operations, management, financing, advertising and marketing
(Chen and Roma, 2010; Walker et al., 2006; Zentes and Swoboda, 2000). Purchasing
groups exist in a variety of retail sectors, such as food, furniture, and electronics (Chen
and Roma, 2010) all around the world (e.g. Hernandez-Espallardo, 2006; Zentes and
Swoboda, 2000). The main objective for companies joining a purchasing group is to
increase their bargaining power and achieve lower purchasing prices (e.g. Essig, 2000;
Hernandez-Espallardo, 2006; Walker et al., 2006; Zentes and Swoboda, 2000).
However, management, ownership, and product range decisions, stay at a local level
and thus their business model is fundamentally different from the mega-retailers. In
essence, retail purchasing groups are based on collaborative external integration between a central unit and independent, local dealers.

As a consequence of the different ownership structure, retail purchasing groups cannot just imitate the mega-retailer concept in all aspects. Another type of supply chain effectiveness must be created. Empirically based on two case studies of Swedish purchasing groups, the overall purpose of this research is to explore the specific characteristics that underscore a retail purchasing group. The paper has two research questions: (1) What are the strengths and weaknesses of a supply chain structure based on external integration?, and (2) In what areas is the purchasing groups’ ownership structure particularly advantageous in comparison to the mega retailers’ vertically integrated organisations?

The remainder of this article begins with a literature review on purchasing groups, some theoretical underpinnings, and strategic strengths and weaknesses expected from a purchasing group organisation. Thereafter the methodology is presented followed by a within-case analysis of each case company. The findings are further interpreted in a cross-case analysis that is ended with propositions. Finally, conclusions, limitations and further research are discussed.

2 Literature Review

2.1 What is a purchasing group?

Although purchasing groups have a long history in practice, the terminology is not yet fully formalised (Tella and Virolainen, 2005; Essig, 2000). The content of a purchasing group spans from informal, simple sharing of purchasing information to formally organised long-term collaboration (Schotanus and Telgen, 2007). Perhaps the most common place where purchasing groups are established is in the public sector (Essig, 2000; Schotanus and Telgen, 2007; Walker et al., 2006). As a common, general term for
the phenomenon, Essig (2000) uses “pooled purchasing”, and outlines the different terms used in different types of companies. According to Essig (2000), another term for purchasing groups in the public sector is “cooperative purchasing”, whereas purchasing cooperation between industrial companies is called “consortium purchasing”. Joint purchasing among industrial companies or units that are not independent is commonly labelled “group purchasing”. Among retailers the most frequently used term has been “buying offices” (Essig, 2000), but also other terms such as “group buying” have been used (e.g. Chen and Roma, 2010). Apart from the type of company involved (public sector, industry or retailer), the use of the term also depends on the independence among the participating companies and the formality of the cooperation (Essig, 2000; Schotanus and Telgen, 2007). Some similar terms and their definitions are shown in Table 1:

Table 1: Definitions of purchasing groups and related terms

| Table 1 here |

The retail purchasing group, as it is defined in this research, consists of small, independent, specialised stores that join together and collaborate on purchasing and other areas. Vertical as well as horizontal relationships play a major role in the supply chain of a retail purchasing group. As indicated in the introduction and illustrated in Figure 1 below, characteristic for a retail purchasing group is the external, vertical collaboration between a central business unit on the one hand, and the independent

1 For a more detailed overview of different terms and definitions, see Essig (2000).
dealers on the other hand. Furthermore, retail purchasing groups include horizontal collaboration among independent, local stores. The arena for communication and collaboration between the independent stores is mainly the centralised unit. Legally, the independent dealers could jointly own the central business unit, thus being the owner as well as the customer to the central unit at the same time.

Figure 1: A retail purchasing group in a supply chain (Source: The authors)

2.2 Theoretical underpinnings of the research
This research is grounded in two distinct but compatible organisational theories: Transaction Cost Economics (TCE) (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1975; 1979) and the Resource-Based View (RBV) (Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991; Conner, 1991; Peteraf, 1993; Barney and Clark, 2007). TCE centers on the question of the boundary of the firm
and how these boundaries are shaped by the cost of transactions, also known as coordination costs. According to TCE, there are three facets of transactions that can be used to establish the most cost efficient boundary of the firm: uncertainty, frequency and asset specificity (Williamson, 1975; 1979). The theory distinguishes three types of supply chain governance structures: hierarchies (produced in-house), markets (bought-in), and hybrid structures or collaborative alliances (Williamson, 1975; Williamson, 2008). Whereas the mega-retailers are built on a supply chain structure with in-house hierarchies, TCE is useful when considering purchasing groups because it helps to explain the circumstances under which market and hybrid structures can be advantageous from a cost perspective.

TCE has been criticized for being overly focused on costs and risks, ignoring other aspects of business transactions such as value, innovation and flexibly (Perrow, 1986; Simon, 1991; Goshal and Moran, 1996). To address this limitation we find support in the RBV literature. The main argument of RBV is that organisations have resources, and that those resources that are valuable and rare, can allow organisations to attain competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). Furthermore, if these resources are difficult to imitate, transfer or substitute, they can lead to sustainable competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). A development of RBV proposed by Teece et al. (1997) argues that dynamic capabilities allow firms to build, integrate and reconfigure internal and external competences; i.e. enabling them to adapt.

TCE and RBV provide different perspectives on the boundaries of firms, however, they have been found to be complementary by a number of authors who argue that neither theory can fully explain firm boundary decisions (Combs and Ketchen, 1999; Jacobides and Winter, 2005; Madhok, 2002; McIvor, 2009; Vivek et al., 2008;). Combs and Ketchen (1999) go as far as arguing that neither of these theoretical lenses can provide a
A comprehensive explanation of collaboration, and that both are required to study inter-organisational phenomena. As McIvor (2009) contends, TCE can help understand the most efficient governance structures through economic transactions, while RBV can be used to identify those resources, particularly relational resources (Dyer and Singh, 1998), that can lead to sustainable competitive advantage. For these reasons we decided to underpin our research with both theories.

Crucial for this research, as it represents one of the major characteristics of a purchasing group, is supply chain integration and collaboration. Although often anchored in TCA or RBV, there seems to be a great deal of inconsistency and ambiguity around the meaning of these concepts. As Pagell (2004) asserts, the concept of integration might be familiar to most supply chain researchers, but there is no widely accepted definition of the term and the actual conceptualisations vary a great deal. For instance, Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) take an intra-organisational perspective on integration and define it as “the quality of the state of collaboration that exists among departments that are required to achieve unity of effort by the demands of the environment.” (Lawrence and Lorch, 1967, p. 11). On the other hand Barratt and Oliveira (2001) propose an inter-organisational view, arguing that integration occurs when two or more companies share the responsibility of exchanging common planning, management, execution, and performance measurement information. Also when it comes to collaboration, the literature is vast and several definitions exist. One of them is “working jointly to bring resources into a required relationship to achieve effective operations in harmony with the strategies and objectives of the parties involved, thus resulting in mutual benefit” (Humphries and Wilding, 2004, p 1109). An advantage of this definition is that it includes collaboration inside as well as between independent organisations, i.e. external as well as internal.
To structure the literature, Anderson and Narus (1991) argue that relationships could be placed on a relationship continuum, ranging from arms-length, transactional relationships, to collaborative and vertically integrated relationships (Mena et al., 2009). In this continuum, inter-organisational relationships are placed on the “adversarial” side of the continuum, whereas intra-organisational relationships are placed on the “collaborative” side of the continuum (Mena et al., 2009). This positioning assumes that internal relationships are more collaborative than external ones. An explanation for this assumption may be that research in the area is, to a large extent, based on the transaction cost economics (TCE) framework (Chen et al., 2009), where vertical integration is considered to reduce transaction costs associated with uncertain market exchanges (Williamson, 1985). Thus, TCE suggests organisational governance as a means to control opportunistic behaviour (Williamson, 1985). However, there are other mechanisms to cope with uncertainties in the supply chain. From a collaboration perspective, mechanisms such as trust, commitment, coordination and joint problem solving are possible (Wang and Wei, 2007).

There are some studies that question the common assumption that intra-organisational relationships involve closer collaboration than external ones. For instance, Mena et al. (2009) present empirical data from two case studies, where the degree of collaboration in intra- and inter-organisational collaboration is compared. The findings conclude that the inter-organisational relationships investigated were actually considered to be more collaborative by the respondents. According to Mena et al. (2009) there is not always a congruency between organisational governance structure and the level of integration and collaboration among supply chain partners. In a similar vein, Chen et al. (2009) assert that “many managers report that it is easier for buyers to integrate with their suppliers and for logistics managers to integrate with their
customers than it is for either group to integrate within the firm across various functional areas” (Chen et al., 2009, p. 66).

To associate external relationships with a lower degree of collaboration and internal relationships with greater collaboration appears problematic. Chen et al. (2009) discuss supply chain integration, and argue that internal and external integration should be treated as different concepts due to the many differences in terms of organisational ownership, structure, policies and values. Thus, there may not be a continuum that incorporates internal as well as external collaboration. By separating the constructs of collaboration and supply chain governance, it is possible to argue that vertical integration, as practiced by mega-retailers (which results in intra-organisational relationships with the stores), does not automatically entail more collaborative relationships than those maintained by retail purchasing groups.

2.3 Strategic strengths and weaknesses of retail purchasing groups

Despite the extensive presence of retail purchasing groups, they have received limited attention from the research community (Essig, 2000; Tella and Virolainen, 2005). One area in particular that has remained under-researched is the competitive base of purchasing groups when compared to mega-retailers and other vertically integrated retail chains. Fundamental for competition, and hence a foundation for strategic strengths and weaknesses, is the creation of economies of scale and scope. In fact, a major driver for the existence of retail purchasing groups is to create economies of scale and scope in above all purchasing, but also other company functions such as merchandise management, accounting, financing, personnel training and education (Zentes and Swoboda, 2000). According to Chandler (1990) economies of scale could be gained by producing or distributing an increased volume of a unit, which results in a reduction of unit cost. Economies of scale exist when the long-term average cost per
unit of output decreases as the capacity increases (cost increases in a slower pace than the increase in capacity).

According to Panzar and Willig (1981) economies of scope occur when it is less costly to combine two or more product lines in one firm than producing them separately. Chandler (1990) widened their argumentation outside the production field and argued that economies of scope arises when a unit produces or distributes more than one product at a lower cost than a single product. Thus, economies of scope exist where the same equipment and resources can produce multiple products or services in combination at a lower cost than separately (Goldhar and Jelinek, 1983).

Economies of scale as well as scope are often discussed together with degree of centralisation, assuming that a greater centralisation brings further economies of scale and scope. Chow et al. (1995) discuss two dimensions of centralisation: the first dimension is referred to as concentration - the extent to which the power to make decisions is concentrated in the organisation. In a retail purchasing group this concentration is considerably less than in a vertically integrated retail chain due to the freedom of making choices about e.g. product range and marketing campaigns. Overall, this freedom hence hampers decision making concentration, which in turn obstruct creation of economies of scale and scope.

Chow et al.’s (1995) second dimension refers to the proximity to the top - the hierarchical distance between logistics decisions-makers and senior executives, who make decisions on an organisation wide basis. This points at the importance of connecting functional areas to management, e.g. such as retail shop design, product range, and store concepts. In retail purchasing groups, an additional level is added in the supply chain, which results in more complex and longer decision-making processes (Zentes and Swoboda, 2000).
From a centralisation point of view the retail purchasing group concept seems to be less preferable than a mega-retailing concept. However, although economies of scale are an important factor for supply chain efficiency there are several obstacles with a too narrow focus on economies of scale, sometimes there are present what may be referred to as diseconomies of scale. Pil and Holweg (2003) highlight four areas where small-scale operations may be advantageous;

(1) proximity to local knowledge networks,
(2) responsiveness towards customers,
(3) development of human capital in the form of broader responsibility areas for younger management cohorts, and
(4) exploration and testing of new technology.

Although these areas may be acknowledged as important and relevant for most companies, they are often hard to quantify in monetary terms. Perhaps this is the reason why large-scale operations are often prioritised (Pil and Holweg, 2003). For retail purchasing groups these four areas are relevant to examine further. It is likely that independent dealers with external collaborations may utilise these possibilities better than a vertically integrated retail chain. For instance, in a less centralised and rigid supply chain, there may be better opportunities for the creation of local relationships with customers as well as (local) suppliers (Hernandez-Espallardo and Navarro-Bailon, 2009), and lower transaction costs due to more rapid, efficient purchasing process (Tella and Virolainen, 2005; Walker et al., 2006).

3 Methodology

This research is based on an exploratory multiple case study (Ellram, 1996; Yin, 2003) of two Swedish purchasing groups, operating in the retail sectors of (1) home
electronics and (2) appliances. The retail groups investigated in this research function as examples of retail purchasing groups that have started to re-evaluate their strategic position in the market and wish to avoid imitating the mega-retailers. Both companies are having, similar to the mega-retailer concept, a relatively extended scope of functions managed by a central unit. However, they accept that they will never be able to compete on the same basis as the mega-retailers: they will always have local, strong store owners that are not willing to leave all decisions to a centralised management.

3.1 Case Selection

The selection of cases started with a workshop involving 20 retail purchasing groups in Sweden. To identify suitable case companies, a survey was sent out to the participants, from which 12 answers were received. Based on the results of the survey, which mainly included topics related to purchasing/supply, product range, and distribution, the two cases for this article were identified based on the following criteria:

- They both have a relatively high degree of centralisation. This means that, apart from being based on external relationships instead of vertical integration, they are similar to the mega-retailer concept in other aspects (this makes them easier to compare). Signs of their high degree of centralisation included:
  - They indicated that logistics and distribution development is just as important as purchasing and marketing issues for the purchasing group and should therefore be handled centrally.
  - They had a centralised IT system, including e.g. ordering and accounting functions.
  - They had a central warehouse (an inventory point managed outside the independent retailers’ “own” company). Out of the 12 purchasing...
groups, these two companies were the only ones with a centrally managed warehouse.

- A second criterion was that both groups have over a long time shown themselves to be profitable in two retail sectors that are facing very fierce competition. A sign of this competition is the fact that as a result of focus on cost competition, one of Sweden’s largest mega-retailers of home electronics and appliances was declared bankrupt in 2011. The two case companies are relatively small in comparison to their international mega-retailer competitors, but have despite this been able to stay successful on the market with a service-oriented strategy. Thus, the two case companies seem to have a competitive business model vis-à-vis the mega-retailers.

To ensure external validity (Gibbert et al., 2008; Yin, 2003), the cases were chosen based on a theoretical sampling approach (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007), with the criteria as shown above. The chosen companies provide the researchers with a rich data set that has helped to expand knowledge about the strengths and weaknesses found in a purchasing group concept.

3.2 Data Collection

Together with the research team involved in the research project, a general interview guide was developed based on the research questions. The interview guide, designed as semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions, included five areas (the full interview protocol is included in Appendix A):

1. General information about the group
2. Organisation
3. Logistics operations and organisation
Advantages and disadvantages of a purchasing group concept

Future development of the group

A first round of semi-structured interviews with each purchasing group was conducted with the informant of the survey. Thereafter, after the initial interview and information about the research project, the interviewees helped to identify further people to interview. In common for all interviewees is their managerial position (see Table 2). The interview guide was slightly modified depending on the focus of the particular interviewee. Each interview lasted 1-2 hours. In total 8 interviews were conducted during a period of 2-3 months. The first visit also included an on-site visit at the central warehouse, enabling more specific questions about the logistics operations. As such, the total number of people working at the central units is rather low, and each person is well informed about the entire business, i.e. a purchasing manager is well aware of, and is able to respond also to marketing considerations of the company. Therefore four people at each company were found to cover the questions in a satisfactory way, i.e. the researchers experienced what Eisenhardt (1989) refers to as theoretical saturation.

Table 2: Titles of interviewees at the case companies

Please insert Table 2 here

All interviews were transcribed and the data from the interviews were accompanied with secondary sources of information. These sources include annual reports, newspaper and magazine articles, and consultancy reports.

To increase internal validity (Yin, 2003) of the study, the data were structured and presented in two areas: strategic market position and organisation. Suitable citations
were selected based on the research interests (research question) as a means to strengthen the argumentation in the presented data (Stuart et al., 2002). Analysis thereafter followed the procedure described in Yin (2003) using within-case analysis followed by a cross-case comparison. To decrease complexity in the analysis process, the authors have, for instance, tried as much as possible to (1) separate the within-case analysis from the cross-case analysis, (2) establish the much-discussed “chain of evidence” (e.g. Gibbert et al., 2008; Yin, 2003) between interview protocols, extended case descriptions, and analysis as a means to ensure construct validity, (3) structure facts in tables, and (4) explicitly discuss with each other what underscores (supports) a certain finding. Furthermore, reliability has been enhanced by purposeful descriptions of our cases and presentation of our analysis, enabling critical understanding and scrutinising by the reader (Stuart et al., 2002).

3.3 Data Analysis

The analysis procedure started with the within-case analysis, which provided us with an in-depth understanding of the groups’ specific market positioning strategies and organisational design, in terms of centralisation and decentralisation, as well as aiding our understanding of industry- and company-specific peculiarities (Stuart et al., 2002). In the following cross-case analysis the focus was on answering the two research questions, by comparing and contrasting the findings from both cases. Through an iterative search process, key strategic strengths and weaknesses based on the purchasing group’s strategic market position and organisational design were identified. These findings were aligned and developed based on the theoretical underpinnings of TCE and RBV that is applied in the paper.

4 Within-case analysis

In this section the within-case analysis of the two purchasing groups, referred to as
“Group A” and “Group B”, are presented. As a means to capture the strategic strengths and weaknesses of collaborative external integration, as is the basis for retail purchasing groups, the empirical data is presented around the case companies’ strategic market position and their organisations. The strategic market position is imperative to understand how the company achieves competitive advantage. In a simple form, this could be described in terms of cost leadership and differentiation, as presented by e.g. Porter (1985). The organisation, in turn, constitutes the tool for how to achieve the desired market position. Thereafter strengths and weaknesses related to the inter-organisational setup are presented.

4.1 Group A

4.1.1 Market position

With a long history in services of electronic devices, Group A had in 2012 an annual turnover of € 108 Million. The group today mainly consists of 247 individually owned stores organised in two chains specialising in home electronics, and one chain specialising in mobile phones. The central unit of the purchasing group is an independent company marked on the Stockholm stock exchange market. In this company property rights, brands, central warehouse, etc are owned. Local store owners, of which many are holding shares in the company, owns in turn the stores and are legally independent companies. Overall, the relationship between the central unit and the local store owners are long term, and regulated with long term contracts concerning e.g. marketing activities, and financial support. In addition, the stores, depending on their size and what chain they belong, are restricted to buy a certain share of their total sales through the central unit company, normally around 70-80%. Products not purchased via the central business unit are often purchased via other local distributors on direct demand from end customers. Although the central unit offers a long range of
products and brands to competitive prices, it is seen as an important part of the customer offering to also be able to provide other brands if the customer demands it.

In terms of market position, the stores in the group could best be described as the service-oriented alternative on the local market(s). Competing in first hand on the local market in small to medium sized stores, the stores are expected to be positioned as a high-end service alternative, selling premium brands accompanied with extensive warranties and installation services. The stores are known to have skilled personnel that are able to demonstrate advanced, high-end products. In fact, also the suppliers have recognised the skilled personnel as a crucial advantage for their high-end products. The knowledge of the staff and commitment to the products attract the suppliers in the sense that they gain a partner who is able to sell their high-end products. For instance, when LED TVs were introduced on the Swedish market some years ago, one of Group A’s chains became the dominating sales channel, despite their relatively small market share.

“They [the store owners] are nerds…They love their work and the products they are selling. They know everything about them. Here we have an advantage. The suppliers prefer to sell their high-end products in our market channel. Then they know that the brand is well preserved.”

(Chain Manager Y, Group A, author’s translation)

The proximity to the local market, and knowledge about the local customers and conditions, is considered as a key element of the stores’ market position. Recently a chain manager in one of Group A’s chains launched the slogan “Go local” to express their focus on locally oriented business. The focus on local markets is seen in the business plans and market analyses; whereas the standard procedure in most retailers in the sector is to develop business plans and conduct market analyses on larger regions, Group A conducts specific market analyses for each and every single store.
The combination of closeness to the customers, skilled personnel, and the technological development of the products is nowadays a profitable one, and may in the future be an even more promising business concept. The technological development of the products has made it difficult for many customers to install, repair, and utilize the whole potential of electronic devices and the need for personal assistance is increasing. The service part of the business may become even more important in the future:

“The technology does not become easier. No one can beat us [our stores] when it comes to knowledge in technology. It could be that in 15 years you buy your TV somewhere else but it is our store that comes and installs it, puts an antenna on the roof, and makes sure you have the right connection to your network, etc. Our competitors will never beat us in that area and this is something we will take advantage of.”

(Chain Manager Y, Group A, author’s translation)

4.1.2 Organisation

In the heart of the group’s supply chain there is a central warehouse, operated by the central unit company. All products are distributed from suppliers via a central warehouse for further transportation on to the stores. Apart from the central warehouse and purchasing function, the group centrally also provides a number of services for store owners, such as IT support, accounting and a back-office sales support team. To further enhance economies of scale and scope in the central warehouse, the group also acts as a third party logistics provider offering an extensive variety of logistics services to, among others, an Internet-based retailer of multimedia products.

The business model of Group A is based on the idea that the stores are about to remain local and at the same time access advantages connected to the membership of a larger purchasing group. The organisational structure with external, collaborative integration is considered to be the instrument where this paradox could be balanced. A
key organisational task – and challenge - acknowledged by the group management is therefore to manage and control this paradox.

As a result of the business model and organisation, the management at Group A has taken a supportive role in the supply chain, not making decisions concerning e.g. price or product range. Innovation in the supply chain is also to a large extent driven by initiatives of individual store owners. One example is the continuous development of the IT system used by the store owners in the group. Ideas for development of new applications and other improvements are often grounded in needs and requirements from local store owners. Due to long term relationships and formalised user groups where feedback can be received, the central unit level that develops the IT system continuously get feedback on how to further improve the system. Individual local store owners also becomes an important platform for testing and verifying new applications of the system.

From their central position in the supply chain, Group A has, to a large extent based on the existence of a central warehouse, launched the concept “Welcome backstage”, where the central unit company operates as a centralised distributor:

“We are attractive thanks to our machinery. What we do we label ‘Welcome backstage’. We shall be backstage. The whole idea came when we were attending a Bruce Springsteen concert. Just 15 minutes after Springsteen had finished playing and the entire machinery had been working, loudspeakers were dismantled, floors rolled up, etc., and two hours later a number of trucks were on their way to the next place… We shall be backstage, and the dealer shall be Springsteen. He is supposed to be the star in the store. Everything else around should just work perfectly fine.”

(Chain Manager Y, Group A, author’s translation)

4.1.3 Perceived Strengths

The structure relying on collaborative external integration renders strengths as well as weaknesses according to the interviewees in the company. Well aware of their specific
organisational design, major advantages pointed out by the informants are the ability to offer a true local product range and pricing, adjusted by the store owner himself also working in the store. A flexible view on the pricing and proximity to owner makes the store adaptable to changes in the local environment. In comparison to other retail chains in the neighbourhood, Group A’s stores have often been able to take advantage of more rapid response to price changes than competitors.

As a means to offer the customers a local alternative, several informants recognise the independent dealers as the group’s major competitive weapon. The dealers are described as entrepreneurs and “nerds”, with a great passion for their work and the products they are selling. Family owned, locally anchored business men, sometimes for generations, are considered to be the best representatives for meeting the customers. The ownership structure of the group is here considered as a strength, although somewhat unusual and managerial demanding as it requires commitment and long-term planning:

“This is a complex business model and above all rather unusual. But if we are able to come through and implement it, we have a model that is hard to imitate.”

(Chain Manager X, Group A, author’s translation)

The local dealers with their own stores are also recognised as a key competitive advantage in the sense that the individual stores will be very loyal and have an astonishing capability to survive in the ever-changing competitive landscape:

“We can live on bread and water for a long time since we have the local [independent] dealers. The store is their life.”

(Chain Manager X, Group A, author’s translation)

4.1.4 Perceived Weaknesses

According to the group management, the external collaborative integration fits well
with the store’s position on the local markets. However, as one of the informants acknowledge, the organisational design also inhibits effective competition based on other market positions than the selected one. Group A is not able to compete on large volumes and price at first hand. In fact, in contrast to their mega-retailer competitors, their supply chain organisation with independent, profit making dealers inhibits such competition:

“If you choose to compete based on volumes you must compete with size. And if you do not own your stores this is difficult. Elgiganten [a mega-retailer competitor] doesn’t make money in the stores – it’s all about volumes and making the money centrally on purchasing and economies of scale in logistics. A single store may even have negative results and despite that be applauded thanks to large turnover… We do not take this type of fight.”

(Chain Manager X, Group A, author’s translation)

The fact that the final decision of product range is left to the individual stores means a larger product range with relatively small volumes needs to be managed. In a negotiation phase, the purchasing organisation may sometimes be squeezed between the stores’ individual wishes for products and brands, and the suppliers’ knowledge about the fact that the final call about product range is taken not by the purchasing organisation at the group level, but at the individual stores. As stated by the purchasing manager, the locality thus comes with a price: more complex and costly purchasing conditions.

Overall, Group A constitutes an example of the complexity of a structure with collaborative external integration in comparison to vertical integration. The structure of Group A contains several managerial challenges and the process of exploiting the full potential of the concept is still in its infancy:
“Now we are two tiers in the same company. I, fairly new in this company, can see that they [the purchasing group] are working like they were one company but they are not. Of course it is good if we synchronize ourselves, however it is also positive if we could find the dynamism of not being one, single company… I consider it as a strength to not own our stores. However, it takes a while before you can have such a discussion internally and I do not think we are there yet.”

(Chain Manager X, Group A, author’s translation)

4.2 Group B

4.2.1 Market position

Group B is a purchasing group founded in 2004 by two chains of specialised stores in the sector of appliances and electronic devices. Today, 450 member stores organised in five different chains jointly owns the shares in the company that constitutes the central unit of the business group. In 2012 the members of the group together had a turnover of € 270 Million. The chains are all slightly different when it comes to product range and targeted customer segments, and have different degrees of independency for instance when it comes to decision rights of the product range and purchasing from other companies than the jointly owned central unit company. All five chains in the group could be characterised as specialist stores, with great knowledge about the products and an extensive service offering, including installation, financial services, extended warranties, etc. Overall, services rather than low price dominate the chains’ market positions. It is clear that in an international market, there are always international chains that will have larger volumes and thus have a price advantage:

“Independent of what we do we will never reach the same volumes as Mediamarkt [a mega-retailer competitor]. This means that we will never be able to compete based on price. We have to offer something more. And that is what we try to do with our stores. They ARE something more, and give the customers better value. And for our strategy, it becomes crucial to have a look at what more we can offer.”

(CFO, Group B, author’s translation)
The group is continuously looking to support and strengthen the chains’ service oriented position in the market. There is a general recognition in the company that the development in the market will further favour companies with a strong service profile. Apart from the fact that the more the competitors focus on price, the larger the space left for actors with a differentiation profile, there is also a growing need for service among customers. One example is the growing trend in fully integrated, built-in appliances. This leads to a more complicated purchase and installation for the customers, where the relative importance of price is downplayed in favour of service aspects.

One example of a recent development of the service offering is the foundation of a joint service company for the chains, which will enable control of services to customers, e.g. repairs and other maintenance issues. In comparison, competitors are normally in the hands of general service and repair companies, where the origin of purchasing place is not important. With an ‘own’ service company, the group will be able to control, improve and develop the service offering in the future. This new subsidiary is to a high extent a result of innovation at the store-level in the supply chain. The development, and wish for a national service subsidiary, has been driven by local, similar initiatives by some of the local store owners. These local initiatives of an extension of maintenance and repair services has been brought to group level where the learnings have been accumulated and forms the basis for the national service subsidiary that now is launched.

The service and knowledge profile in the market have also been shown to be beneficial toward the suppliers. Several suppliers deliberately select the chains in Group B as their primary market channel, in particular for their premium products. These products need to be sold together with knowledge and personal assistance, which is what is offered by the stores in the group.
4.2.2 Organisation

The primary organisational task at group level is to purchase all appliances from suppliers and offer these products to the member stores. In total, Group B stores and handles about 500 different articles in the appliances assortment, and about 25,000 electronic devices. At the heart of Group B’s operations there are two central warehouses, one for appliances and one for electronic devices. To these warehouses all appliances and electronic devices are taken from suppliers, enabling large volumes to be bought and transported in the supply chain. Apart from purchasing and the central warehouse function, Group B also handles the centralised functions such as administration, advertising, IT and education.

The overall task at a group management level is to create economies of scale and scope when possible, e.g. in purchasing, logistics, marketing activities, accounting, etc. Meanwhile the chains and in particular the individual stores will be able to focus on sales and local marketing activities:

“The chains and stores will continue to work with their core businesses. We will stand there behind them and take advantage of this volume and organisation we have built up centrally.”

(CFO, Group B, author’s translation)

Important part of the sales and local marketing activities is the management of the product range, which today is decided by the local stores. Although the individual stores are legally restricted to purchase a certain sales volume (in percent of their total sales) from the central unit company, the product range is complemented with other brands and products from other suppliers. Giving the dealers this opportunity is seen as a tool for creating and driving the central unit’s competitiveness vs. other procurement alternatives for the stores, but above all it is a possibility for adjustments to local customer demands as a means to increase the local stores’ competitiveness.
In the group there is a general trend toward more centralization. Since the group was founded there has been a continuous development of services offered centrally toward the stores, which has led to a centralisation of more and more functions. Several interviewees appreciate the fact that the more the functions are centrally organised, the easier it becomes to add additional functions to be managed centrally. A recent centralisation was made last year when the printing of all advertising material was brought in-house, i.e. became a centrally managed functional unit.

4.2.3 *Perceived Strengths*

Group B holds the stores and their owners’ entrepreneurship as their major strategic strengths and competitive weapon. Although a strong centralised unit with full responsibility of many functions, the organisational structure based on collaborative external integration gives the independent decentralised stores a crucial role in the business model. These stores are often managed as a family business with a strong local presence; in some cases the store has been established in the town for more than 50 years. The independence is considered to be the major reason for the entrepreneurial spirit that characterise the store and the store owners. Overall, the independent store owners outweighs the disadvantages of the purchasing group concept according to the CEO:

“In some instances perhaps it would be advantageous if we were a wholly-owned company [as the mega-retailers]. At the same time it is, however, an advantage to work with independent dealers because there is such an impact and entrepreneurial spirit in what they do. It may sound like nonsense talk, but if we really decide to do something we will do it! There is a power that I do not think you can get with store managers who are only 24-25 years old. This, in fact, outweighs the disadvantages. But it represents some pedagogical challenges and some tactics.”

(CEO, Group B, author’s translation)
Related to the entrepreneurial spirit and focus on local conditions and an understanding of customers’ needs, goes hand in hand with a high level of knowledge of the staff. As commented by one of the informants, the long term commitment and ownership structure enables knowledge to be built in and utilized in the store for a long period of time. This in turn is according to the interviewee a prerequisite for qualified services. Although new products and new technology is constantly changing, many basic learnings about the industry are the same.

An organisational design with collaborative external integration is often considered to be a managerial act of balance between centralisation and decentralisation, this is also the case for Group B. Interestingly however, the interviewees also witness that there are occasions where centralisation and decentralisation complement each other. For instance, when it comes to marketing activities, these are launched at three levels within the group. First, a marketing campaign can be initialized by the purchasing department together with the product advisory board; second, a campaign can be launched by a single chain (often together with the purchasing department; and third, individual campaigns at store level occur on a continual basis (which is encouraged at a group level). Thus, central initiatives are mixed and complemented by local campaigns, rather than being at odds with each other.

4.2.4 Perceived Weaknesses

The management of Group B points at two major weaknesses with their present organisational design. First, the purchasing organisation suffers from lacking control of product range management. In general, as the final decision about the assortment is made by the local store owner, the centralised purchasing managers sometimes find themselves constrained in their work. More specifically, examples of problematic situations occur when there is an opportunity to purchase large volumes to a low price
in one of the suppliers’ campaigns, or when store owners prefer similar products of
different brands and/or quality. Decision lead times could also be prolonged due to
extensive product meetings internally in the group where purchasing managers and
representatives for the individual stores and chain managers participate.

A second weakness related to the one described above, is the need for
management of several chains. The five chains are having an overlapping product range
but are in some circumstances very different and are partly targeting different customer
groups on the markets. Administrative efforts and marketing activities are two examples
of activities that drives overhead costs that are disproportionate to the benefits of having
five separate chains. As a means to address this problem, the group has recently started
a work where the five chains are expected to be two in the future.

5 Cross-case analysis and discussion

Operating in fiercely competitive retail sectors, the two case companies showcase a
different business model compared to those of the mega-retailers’. Common to both
case companies is a competitive market position based on extensive service-offering
rather than low price. The small- to medium sized stores are anchored in the local
community, sometimes with the same family as owners for generations. Without
ambition to grow in size into other geographical regions, it is considered better being a
large player on the small, local market, rather than a small player on a national market.
Another key feature important for the market position taken is the store owners’
entrepreneurial approach and commitment and knowledge about the products they are
selling. Both case companies clearly stress entrepreneurship and product knowledge as
one of their key competitive weapon and a foundation for the group’s market position.

In terms of organisation, both groups have had a time of reorganisations to better
exploit and manage their strategic strengths. The within case analyses reveal that the
collaborative external integration structure of a purchasing group means that a selection of functions and activities are to be selected and managed centrally, whereas others are given to the local store owners. Centralised functions in the case companies are typically purchasing, logistics, IT, and accounting. Important decentralised functions and activities discussed in the case companies are pricing and product range decisions. Marketing and advertising activities are normally considered as shared responsibility where centralised, national campaigns are complemented by local initiatives.

The within-case analysis identified several similar strategic strengths and weaknesses as a result of the market position and the organisation. The most important strategic strengths stressed by the informants at the case companies are:

- The ability to offer a true local product range that is combined with a local pricing strategy
- An entrepreneurial atmosphere that fosters and encourages local initiatives
- High product knowledge and competence of the staff, which enables e.g. ability to demonstrate and sell advanced products in the store

In terms of strategic weaknesses, the case companies are despite recent reorganisations, still struggling with organisational challenges. The act of balance between centralisation and decentralisation is considered as major managerial challenge. More specifically, the case companies address weaknesses related to:

- Inability to compete based on low price due to less purchasing volumes and control of product range.
- Complex and time-consuming decision lead times which inhibits rational purchasing decisions.
- Management of (too many) chains with slightly different market positions.
Based on the empirical evidence, we propose three areas where the supply chain structure of retail purchasing groups can build competitive advantage: service-based competition; local presence; and entrepreneurship and innovation. Below we construct propositions around each of these three areas.

1. Service-based competition

In terms of strategic position, the chains in the case companies have a strong service profile in the market and differentiate themselves from the low-cost competition that dominates the home electronics as well as the appliances sectors. The focus on price in the sectors leaves a large space for alternative ways to compete, such as having an extensive service offering. Recent examples of the service development in the two case companies are the creation of a new subsidiary taking care of maintenance and repairs, and a new back-office sales organisation. In both retail sectors is also recognised a growing need for extended services due to more advanced products, which further vitalizes and feeds the service development.

Although other types of retailers may compete based on services, the purchasing group concept enables a large degree of freedom for individual, local designs for value creation. This freedom, in combination with knowledge about the local market and a strong entrepreneurial spirit at store level, is the foundation for the continuing development of the service offering. We propose that:

**Proposition 1:** Retail purchasing groups allow retailers in their network to develop a service-based proposition in industries that are normally focused on price.
From an RBV perspective (Barney, 1991; Barney and Clark, 2007), both knowledge and freedom to adapt to local market conditions are resources that firms operating in the purchasing groups can deploy in order to compete in the marketplace. These resources and the development of more advanced service offerings is not unique to retail purchasing groups, however, it can be argued that these are more difficult to imitate, transfer or substitute by mega-retailers who have more rigid and standardised processes (Abrahamsson and Rehme, 2010; Sandberg, 2013). The move towards more advanced service offerings also follows a general trend embedded in what is, in academia, labelled ‘the service-dominant logic of the firm’ (c.f. Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003). In essence, the service-dominant logic means a view on value creation built on service provision rather than goods production. Instead of having efficient production and distribution of tangible goods in focus as a means to create value, the service-dominant logic advocates value to be defined based on the value-in-use. The value is hence to be co-created with the customers. The creation of services requires specialised competences, typically knowledge and skills, where resources such as knowledge by the sales personnel are exploited in such a way that customer value is created (Lusch et al., 2008).

2. **Local presence**

Despite the development toward a service-dominant logic of the firm, the importance of local presence and understanding of local conditions have in recent years been downplayed in favour of centralisation as a means to create economies of scale (Pil and Holweg, 2003). In terms of resources and capabilities, having economies of scale and scope in purchasing and logistics seem to overrule capabilities related to local presence and management of local customer relationships. In contrast to the mega-retailers, the
purchasing groups must consider – and accept – the local store owners as a factor that drives part of the strategic development of the supply chain. Whereas a strong centralised purchasing and logistics organisation is followed by one or a few highly standardised store concepts at a typical mega-retailer, the case companies’ centralised purchasing and logistics organisations are followed by individual stores with a great variety of store concepts. This independence enables great adjustments to local demands in terms of product range, services, and marketing campaigns. The purchasing group concept emphasises the development of deep and strong relationships with the store owners and ultimately with the customers. From a resource-based view, similar to as was argued above, this requires a strong local presence as well as skilled personnel to manage the relationships with the customers. Overall, the case studies provide clear examples of when local attendance in local companies may overrule the search for economies of scale and scope, and be the foundation for a company’s strategy (Pil and Holweg, 2003). We therefore propose:

**Proposition 2:** Retail purchasing groups allow retailers in their network to focus on developing an in-depth understanding of local conditions and a capability for strong customer relational behaviour.

From a TCE perspective the supply chain structure of a purchasing group represents an alternative way forward (compared to the mega-retailers) when creating supply chain efficiencies. The asset specific investments involved in the development of a purchasing group help to reduce uncertainty and increase frequency of transactions, factors that should lead to an overall reduction in transaction costs (Williamson, 1985). However, purchasing groups not only enable the reduction of transaction costs, but also provide
the possibility of overriding cost focused behaviour in favour of a service-dominant logic aimed at delivering value in-use (Lusch et al., 2008), through the creation of relational resource’s with customers (Dyer and Singh, 1998; McIvor, 2009).

3. Entrepreneurship and innovation

As discussed above, the cases show that rapid and effective response to customer demand may be facilitated by small-scale independent stores. Both groups clearly state the importance of rapid response and the ability to adjust to local demands as key competitive advantages. Instead of a store manager with little or no possibilities to influence design, advertising, pricing or product range, the stores in a purchasing group are all managed as individual companies, with full insight and responsibility for the local development. The decentralised management and owner structure gives the stores strong incitements to develop and prosper. As pointed out by several of the interviewees, although a store manager in a mega-retailer chain can receive incitements in terms of e.g. bonuses, the store owners in a retail purchasing group are even more dependent on the store. Often with family-owned stores, the store owners are willing to work very hard for their store and company, and thus are described as entrepreneurial, with a genuine interest in the products they are selling.

Retail purchasing groups have a better opportunity to align their strategies because store owners can keep their ear close to the ground and be responsive to changes in market conditions. However, this goes beyond simple strategic alignment, as the decentralised structure allows them to explore and test new strategies on a smaller scale. At a group level the store managers become a major driving force for entrepreneurship and innovation in the company as a whole, and thus the usual top-
down strategy formation process is combined with a relatively strong bottom-up process.

**Proposition 3:** Retail purchasing groups allow entrepreneurial strengths and innovations to be incorporated in the supply chain.

Small-scale exploration, which is a clear feature of purchasing groups, has been highlighted by Pil and Holweg (2003) as a driver of innovation. The structure or retail purchasing groups provides them with the dynamic capabilities (Teece et al., 1997) to test new ideas and explore new opportunities in a small scale. The approach followed by these groups is also consistent with Bartlett and Ghoshal (2002) view of building strategy from the bottom-up and relying on human resources as the key to innovation and competitive advantage.

6 Conclusion, limitations and further research

Although purchasing groups have existed a long time in business, it has been little researched (Essig, 2000; Tella and Virolainen, 2005). The existence of autonomous local store owners could be perceived as an inhibitor to collaboration and smooth operations in the supply chain. For practitioners it is vital to understand the peculiarities and specific characteristics of retail purchasing groups and, based on that understanding, make a comprehensive analysis of their strengths and weaknesses. Instead of just imitating the dominant and successful mega-retailers, retail purchasing groups must take advantage of their external collaboration and small-scale operations. This research concludes three areas where advantages vis-à-vis mega-retailers can be identified: service-based competition in an industry otherwise focused on cost leadership, in-depth understanding of local conditions and presence, and the ability to incorporate
entrepreneurial strengths and innovations in the supply chain. These advantages are achieved through stronger external relations downstream in the supply chain, rather than through vertical integration.

From a theoretical point of view, this research addresses an example where large-scale, highly centralised organisations building on vertical integration are not always preferable. Building on TCE and RBV, we argue that external demands and requirements can be taken more “seriously” than internal ones, which may result in more intense collaboration and integration in the supply chain. Mena et al. (2009) suggest that when discussing relationships in a supply chain, a distinction should be made between governance (referring to ownership and control) on the one hand, and collaboration (referring to the alignment of objectives) on the other. This distinction makes it possible to argue that collaboration may be a facilitator for a high degree of integration and, in turn, a smooth running, efficient supply chain. However, it is not necessary to have a centralised governance structure.

Given the exploratory nature of our approach, the research suffers from some limitations and the findings need further confirmation and development. In particular, four limitations need to be addressed in the future. First, the retail industry consists of a great variety of sectors with different business logics, for instance different product life cycles, a varying degree of competition, importance of services, and supplier characteristics. The inclusion of cases from other sectors would therefore complement the study at hand. Second, the wide purchasing group definition includes several opportunities for legal ownership structures and a more in-depth understanding for how legal structures may influence the performance of the purchasing group may be an interesting future research area.
Third, the case studies presented in this research are limited to Swedish retail purchasing groups, operating only in the Swedish market. Although there is increasingly strong competition from multinational mega-retailers and the importance of country borders are diminishing, the Swedish market may still be somewhat protected due to its relatively small size. Similar case studies from other countries would therefore be a valuable complement to this study. Fourth, in addition to more case studies, the findings could also be verified and tested through quantitative studies. An interesting future research avenue for all the limitations would be a contingency approach as a means to advance theory.

This exploratory research has shown that under certain market conditions, a decentralised supply chain, which relies on collaborative external relationships, can provide a competitive alternative to a more traditional centralised structure. This can serve as a stepping stone for further research into alternative governance structures for effective supply chain management.
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Appendix A: Interview Guide

1. General information about the group
   - History – why was the purchasing group founded?
   - Owners
   - About the members and their businesses
   - Present overall group strategy

2. Organization
   - What functions are included in the collaboration? (purchasing, marketing, logistics, etc?)
   - Formal-informal organization
   - Responsibility interfaces between the group and the member store/company. (Centralization vs decentralization)

3. Logistics operations and organization
   - The flow of goods, including the central warehouse
   - Degree of centralization in the flow of goods
   - Transportation

4. Advantages and disadvantages of a purchasing group concept
   - Purchasing – Product range – Distribution – Marketing
   - Specific challenges

5. Future development of the group
   - The purpose of the purchasing group – now and then
   - Trends influencing the group
   - Future plans and strategy (purchasing, product range, logistics, etc.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co-operative purchasing</td>
<td>“the pooling of purchasing related information, expertise, resources or volumes between independent organizations to improve their performances.”</td>
<td>Walker et al., 2006, p. 576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative purchasing</td>
<td>“the cooperation between two or more organizations in a purchasing group in one or more steps of the purchasing process by sharing and/or bundling their purchasing volumes, information, and/or resources. A purchasing group is defined as an organization in which cooperative purchasing processes take place.”</td>
<td>Schotanus and Telgen, 2007, p. 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consortium purchasing</td>
<td>“horizontal cooperation between independent organizations that pool their purchases in order to achieve various benefits.”</td>
<td>Tella and Virolainen, 2005, p. 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing group</td>
<td>“a formal or virtual structure that facilitates the consolidation of purchases for many organizations. Consolidation is a procurement practice used to transfer to a central entity activities such as: bidding, supplier evaluation, negotiation, and contract management.”</td>
<td>Nollet and Beaulieu, 2005, p. 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Buying groups | “Conceptually, buying groups are horizontal alliances or associations of retailers to achieve advantages in supplying.” | Hernandez-Espallardo, 2006, p. 70

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Group B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chain Manager X</td>
<td>CFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics Manager</td>
<td>CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain Manager Y</td>
<td>Purchasing Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing Manager</td>
<td>Purchasing Manager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>